THE Mk6 GENERAL PURPOSE TRAP
FOR RABBITS AND MINK
When using for rabbits cover with fine soil, be certain
they have room to operate in the holes, the jaws
should almost touch top of hole when sprung. This
can be ensured by partly filling large holes with soil
or placing traps further in.
Failure to do this can result in rabbits going over the
top without getting caught or being foul caught.

TRAPPING WITH THE
Mk4 & Mk6 FENN TRAPS

TRAPPING
FOR
BEGINNERS

It’s a waste of time setting outside holes.

SET- UP:

Trapping results are most effective in deep burrows,
the best holes housing traps, the rest being blocked
off. The preferred method is to fill in all the burrows
to be trapped a few days earlier, then reopen and use
traps in reopened holes – This method will prove
effective, saves time, rabbits will be less suspicious.

There is nothing mysterious about trapping, it
provides an environmentally friendly method to
combat rat or other predator issues.
For safety and legal purposes these traps need to be
set in a contained enclosure, an artificial or natural
tunnel, depending on the environment
and application.

TIPS & TRICKS

If a large area is being trapped, recommend moving
some of the traps to other burrows after three nights,
leaving several behind to trap rabbits that move back

Rats usually follow regular runs, if they use pipes or
tunnels frequently, these are ideal locations to set the
traps. (Rats like feel secure in pipes)
Guideline specifications for artificial tunnel 12” to
18” inches long, leave at least half inch play at top of
trap to deploy. Tunnels can be made with bricks, tiles,
boards, turf etc. in rural locations.

THE BRITISH RAT TRAP COMPANY

Traditionally, city/urban locations utilize an
enclosure or artificial tunnels.

www.thebritishrattrap.com

The entrance should be restricted to prevent larger
animals, including domestic pets from entering.
Recommend positioning of tunnels or enclosures
where they are not easily bypassed.
If utilizing in an existing run it is not necessary to
bait the traps.
Traps should be sprung, reset occasionally if nothing
is caught.
*Setting instructions also apply to Mk6 General
Purpose Trap. Please refer to back of brochure for

more information.
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Ensuring that safety catch is on,
and fully engaged, turn the trap,
keeping it face up with the spring
end furthest away, place hands
underneath, index fingers on
springs, thumbs on top of either
side of the cross bar.
Flip over the brass colored trigger
catch, resting it on top of cross
bar.

SETTING TRAP:

Mk4 FENN HUMANE TRAP

First open the trigger and
safety catches to their open
positions.
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Place your left thumb into the
grip loop with fingers gripping
the underside of the base plate
of the trap.
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Place your right thumb on the
top cross bar, with fingers
gripping under the spring coil
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Keeping the safety catch engaged,
use your finger below to elevate the
trigger treadle plate, squeezing the
cross bar downward, maneuver the
brass trigger catch, locking it into the
trigger hook, keep an eye on the
safety ensuring it remains engaged.

Pull both thumbs apart
descending the top cross bar
towards the safety and trigger
catch, opening the jaws.

A. CROSS BAR

To prime, pull back the silver
colored safety catch.

B. SPRINGS
C. THUMB LOOP

For safety purposes , we highly
recommend that when trap is ready
and in place, removing the safety
with a small stick or screwdriver.

Maintain holding the using
trap opened using index finger
of right hand under spring,
maneuver carefully flip and
hook the silver safety catch
onto crossbar.

D. TREADLE PLATE
F. BASE HOOK
G. TRIGGER CATCH

Once engaged your hands are free.
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Primed trap with safety on.
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